LOCATION:  SW corner of Starr St and Cypress Ave

Comm A:  840 SF + 585 SF Backyard

Comm B2:  450 SF second fl + 3,000 SF rooftop

Comm C1:  855 SF

NEIGHBORING TENANTS:

Harrison Baliksy  
516-672-4493  
hb@olmstedre.com

Keat Chew  
347-571-3338  
kc@olmstedre.com

Aaron Lee  
469-442-9897  
al@olmstedre.com
321 Starr Street
Bushwick, Brooklyn, NY

Ground Floor

All information is from sources deemed reliable. No representation is made and we do not guarantee the accuracy of any information provided. All information must be independently verified. The value of any real estate investment is dependent on a variety of factors and should be evaluated carefully by prospective purchasers/ or tenants.
Second Floor

321 Starr Street
Bushwick, Brooklyn, NY

Contact Exclusive Leasing Team

Harrison Baliksy
516-672-4493
hb@olmstedre.com

Keat Chew
347-571-3338
kc@olmstedre.com

Aaron Lee
469-442-9897
al@olmstedre.com

All information is from sources deemed reliable. No representation is made and we do not guarantee the accuracy of any information provided. All information must be independently verified. The value of any real estate investment is dependent on a variety of factors and should be evaluated carefully by prospective purchasers or tenants.
321 Starr Street
Bushwick, Brooklyn, NY

All information is from sources deemed reliable. No representation is made and we do not guarantee the accuracy of any information provided. All information must be independently verified. The value of any real estate investment is dependent on a variety of factors and should be evaluated carefully by prospective purchasers or tenants.

RETAIL MAP

Highlights

- New retail/office conversion anchored by MetroRock Climbing Gym
- Each unit has minimum 13’ ceiling height with brand new storefronts that opens up for maximum light and air
- Spaces will be delivered with HVAC, ADA bathroom, and sprinkler system
- Train is located two blocks away at Jefferson St station with 2,563,505 annual ridership